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Dowling to Host Taxpayers' Caucus Meeting Sept. 7
Area leaders, taxpayers, fficials to discuss Senate-approved tax increases

UNIONTOWN - In response to the Senate's revenue plan, which includes new or increased taxes
on Pennsylvanians' utility bills and online purchases, the House Taxpayers' Caucus will hold a
hearing in Fayette County at Rep. Matthew Dowling's request.

The hearing will take place on Thursday, Sept. ?, at the Park Inn by Radisson,700 W. Main St.,
Uniontown, at 1 p.m. The purpose of the hearing is to provide context for the legislators in
attendance as to how this plan will affect families, businesses and industries throughout the
Commonwealth.

The Senate-proposed tax increases in House Bill 542 passed the Senate with 14 members of the
Senate Republican caucus and 12 Senate Democrats voting in the affirmative on July 27. Dowling
(R-Fayette/Somerset) opposes the proposed tax increases and voted against the General Fund
spending package (House Bill218) on June 30.

The Taxpayers' Caucus, which is holding the informal hearing, was created as a result of the 2015-
16 budget impasse by members of the House and Senate with the purpose of changing the culture of
Harrisburg. To achieve a cultural change, the caucus advocates for reforms, which improve
financial accountability and oversight while protecting iaxpayers.

Dowling, who called for the Uniontown hearing, noted that at a previous hearing he attended, he
was presented with the Pennsylvania State Tax Analysis Modeling Program (PA STAMP),
developed by economists at the Beacon Hill Institute, which studies the economic impact of current
and emerging policy issues.

"The model shows that these tax increases, suggested by the Senate and supported by Gov. Tom
Wolf, total $600 million dollars. Based on our population that comes to roughly $180 in additional
taxes for every family of four," he said. "The Senate's tax plan will impose the 1lft highest tax
burden in the nation on median income households."

With this hearing taking place in the Southwest, Dowling hopes it will give more of his collogues an
opportunity to hear more about the tax proposal before a vote takes place in the House.
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Additionally, Dowling stressed the importance of hearing how these taxes would change the
economic landscape in Fayette and Somerset counties.

Confirmed testifiers include: Muriel Nuttall, executive director of the Fayette County Chamber of
Commerce; Bob Shark, executive director of the FayPenn Economic Development Council;
Elizabeth Stelle, director of policy analysis for the Commonwealth Foundation; as well as

representatives from Chewon, the Dollar Energy Firnd, Americans For Prosperity, and taxpayers of
the 5l*t Legislative District.

The Sept. 7 hearing will be open to the public and, baning technical diffrculties, will be streamed

live at www.RepDov,ling.com and rebroadcast on FCTV Atlantic Broadband Channel TT. Audio
from the hearing will also be rebroadcast on WMBS Radio 590 AMll01.l FM on Friday, Sept. 8, at

4:15 p.m.

For additional information, please contact Dowling's district office at724-438-6100{r,.

###
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Representative Dowling and Members of the Taxpayer Caucus:

Thank you for the opportunity to speak with you today, I am Anna McCauslin, Deputy State

Director of Americans for Prosperity - Pennsylvania. We are the Commonwealth's largest

grassroots networking non-profit working to recruit, educate and mobilize citizens in support of

the policies and goals of a free society at the local, state and federal level, helping every

Pennsylvanian live their dream - especially the least fortunate. This includes advocating for

lower government spending, lower levels of taxation and other ways of spurring economic

growth.

l've been in Harrisburg for nearly twelve years, and over that time, have watched the budget

process. There have always been special interests in Harrisburg lobbying for handouts.

However, what I didn't notice until recently, was the desire to purposely look for the group of

people who did not hire the special interest association or contract lobbyist, and then tax them

relentlessly. These are many times small business owners of niche industries or the overall

taxpayer who doesn't have someone in Harrisburg on a daily basis to keep their wallets safe. ln

Harrisburg, if there isn't a tax on something, it's a loop hole or a tax exemption. Your day care

isn't taxed and that's considered a tax exemption to the budget office. ln 2015 there was a

menu of items or industries that were not taxed previously, especially when it comes to how

the Sales and Use Tax is applied. Appropriations staff produced and used this list much like a

dart and a dart board. The thinking seems to be, "lf we levy a tax on this particular group, how

much money can we get to fund special interests?" Thankfully, there were no tax increases in

the 2015-15 fiscal year budget. ln 2016, a similar list was leaked. This time, various sales taxes

were expanded on new and innovative businesses, such as the vaping industry. A forty percent
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tax on all their current inventory was enacted, and a year later 100 of those small businesses

closed up shop. All to bail out Harrisburg and special interests.

The impact of a tax increase in this budget will be very similar. We at Americans for Prosperity

believe that Pennsylvanians know best how to use their own dollars and that the growth of

government hinders their ability to use their money as they see fit. Therefore, one cannot think

of the Senate's tax increase plan in a vacuum. Local taxes, state taxes and federal taxes are all

choking the ability of the average Pennsylvanian or business owner to succeed. Recent Bureau

of Labor Statistics data shows the average American family pays more in taxes than on food and

clothing combined, The Senate's proposal to increase energy bills, phone bills and natural gas

bills on nearly every Pennsylvanian and small business will do nothing to grow the economy, lt

will further shrink it and cause more of a deficit next year. Pennsylvania has the fifth highest

unemployment rate in the nation, the legislature should be using this opportunity to fix and

grow our economy, not take out loans or further penalize those small firms who make up 98.2

percent of the state's employers.

According to information provided by Rep. Dowling, the Senate tax plan will cost the average

Pennsylvanian StZ8.8t per year for a family of four. The sad part of all of this is that virtually

everyone who works in Harrisburg and is making these decisions can this increase. However,

there are so many hurting people in the Commonwealth just making ends meet that cannot. I

just signed my four-year-old up for soccer at the day care, which is S95.00. My daughter's

school pictures are going to cost another $45. Add in the cost of school supplies that I

purchased, and l've already spent more than the SfZg.gf that 26 state Senators voted to take

from me every year. The question we have to answer is whether it is acceptable to continue to

bail out Harrisburg's tax and spend machine, including St.l bitlion in borrowing, or should we

expect more from the tax dollars that are already spent?

I advocate on a daily basis that we need to move in a better direction as a Commonwealth so

that our jobs, businesses and children do not move out of state. ln the last year alone, we lost

41,000 Pennsylvania residents, including 8,000 young people because of our high tax burden



and stagnant economic growth. ln 10 years, that will be nearly one million less young people in

our workforce

Earlier this year, Americans for Prosperity identified about 53 billion dollars' worth of excess

spending and innovative ideas to help close the budget gap. lncluded in that number is 5800

million a year on corporate welfare, such as SSS million entertainment tax credit that according

to the lndependent Fiscal Office offers a mere 14 cents return on every dollar spent. We have

also advocated for the sale of liquor stores, which some estimate would raise 5200 million into

the economy. There are other options to making the Commonwealth more prosperous, but a

tax increase is not one of them.

I was at the press conference this week unveiling the Taxpayer's Budget. We support this effort

that transfers tax dollars already collected but not being used over going back to the taxpayer

for more. lt is similar to having the money in the bank, but instead taking out a loan. That is

going to hurt the Commonwealth's credit rating, not using money that has been in funds for at

least three years and has not been used in that time. The problem isn't whether moving money

around is good or bad. The problem is that we aren't growing our economy. I am excited to

partner with you all here and other legislators working tirelessly to change the culture in

Harrisburg to grow our economy. Pennsylvania is at a critical juncture. We need big thinkers

and big doers if we are going to turn the economy around and l'm very excited to work with all

of you to set that change in motion.
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July 7 ,2017

Hon, Tom Wolf
Office of the Governor
508 Main Capitol Building

Harrisburg, PA17120

RE: PJM Members' Electric Grid Virtual FinancialTransactions

Dear Governor Wolf,

As a Pennsylvania-based company, PJM is keenly aware of the challenges the General Assembly and
Executive branch face with regard to balancing the Commonwealth's budget. lt appears that a lot of
progress has been made and all parties are u/orking diligently to find a compreheniive solution to close the
remaining gap to achieve the necessary balance.

To partially address the remaining gap, PJM understands that there has been discussion of potentially
levying tax on the gross dollars of "Electric Grid Virtual Financial Transactions" of all PJM's members in the
wholesale electric markets that PJM administers. Such transactions would include increments, decrements
and up-to-congestion transaction activity in the PiM market

PJM has three areas of concern with this potential new tax - jurisdictional, financial, and electricity market
impact.

First, jurisdictionally, many PJM members are not Pennsylvania companies, nor are the majority of virtual
financialtransactions conducted at points on the transmission system located in Pennsylvania. More
broadly, PJM does not believe it is clear that the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania has taxing authority over
virtual financial transactions. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) defines all Regional
Transmission Organization transactions as interstate commerce, and individual states may have significant
legal challenges eslablishing taxing authority over intenstate commerce. ln order to bill and collect this
potential new tax on behalf of the Commonwealth, PJM would need to file with the FERC a new rate
schedule in its Tariff placing this jurisdictional issue before the FERC,

Second, financially, based on analysis of PJM's members' actual 2016 virtual financial transactions, PJM
has communicated to legislative slaff and the Pennsylvania Department of Revenue that the potential new
tax would have made 87 percent of actual 2016 vidual financial transactions unprofitable with the potential

tax exceeding actual profits earned. The effective income tax rate on the 13 percent of 2016 virtual
financial transactions that would remain profitable after consideration of this potential tax would be 48
percent. These numbers indicate that only a small fraction, if any, of members' historical virtual
transactions would continue if this potential tax were proposed. Hence, Pennsylvania should not project

material new tax revenues from this potential tax which would likely cause the majority of PJM members to
discontinue engaging in virtual financial transactions.

tj10 {i66 8980 | www pjnr conr
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Third, a tax would impact the volume of virtual financial transactions in the PJM market. Virtual financial
transactions are of value to wholesale electric markets as they can contribute to convergence between the

day-ahead and real-time electricity market prices and create addilional liquidity for generators and load-
serving entities lhat are looking to manage their costs of delivery. Financial traders are not the only
companies using virtual lransactions, Generators and load serving entities - who ultimately serve end use

customers - use virtual financial transactions to manage energy cost volatility that would otherwise be
passed on to those companies' customers in PJM's thirteen states and District of Columbia region;

including consumers within Pennsylvania.

I appreciate the opportunity to identify PJM's concerns with a potentialtax on PJM's members'virtual
financial transactions, Please do not hesitate to contact me directly, should you have any additional
questions in this regard

Sincerely,

Suzanne Daugherty

Lieutenant Governor Mike Stack;

Sam Robinson, Deputy Secretary, Office of Policy & Planning

Cc:

610 666 8980 lwww pjm.com



As we discussed I do not have written testimony. Charlie will have bullet points on legal and I will have
bullet points on

1. Collectability issues (Tax is Punitive)
2. Market Power (Higher overall prices passed on to consumers)
3. Why Virtual Bids save/add jobs and lower costs to consumers {proper investment signals

promote smart investments in new technologies, new equipment, upgrades of existing
equipment). Lower volatility on the grid promotes confidence for investors that their
investment(s) will be profitable to their stakeholders therefore promoting job growth and
technological advancements that over time will transfer to lower costs to the consumer.

4. Previous example of UTC charges (tax) resulted in an immediate *80% decrease in
participation. The same will be true if this tax is passed.

Every Market Monitor and Every ISO has promoted and applauded the participation of well capitalized
and the solid risk management strategies of Power Marketers that participate in their Markets. They are
the lubrication in this engine (electricity trading) that keeps the incentives aligned for all participantS to
promote a robust and competitive market for the consumer.

I attached the letter from PJM (Pennsylvania's ISO) that does NOT support this tax for all the same
reason's I stated above.
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Elizabeth Stelle is the Director of Policy Analysis

J

tlizabeth has researched and written on government reform, health care, welfare,
enerS/, and government transparency. Her work has been featured in

the Plttsburgh Post-Gazette, Patriot-News, Philadelphia lnquirerand a variety of
radio and television programs throughout the commonwealth. Etizabeth is a

graduate of Grove City Cotlege where she earned a bachelor's degree in history.

A native of Ohio, Elizabeth makes her home in the Pittsburgh area with her

husband and three children. She enjoys swimming, traveling to historic
landmarks and exploring the moraifoundations of capitalism.



Balancing the Budget without Tax Hikes or Borrowing
Submitted Testimony of the Commonwealth Foundation

Taxpayer Caucus Hearing
201

Overspending is Stugling Pennsylvanla's Economy

During the presidential election,local resident Mr. Duda and his son Junior were interviewedby
the Washington Examiner. They painted a stark picture of Fayette City's economy. The reporter
writes, "Mr. Duda was a steelworker. 'He worked 4o years at the mill,'his son brags. Now almost
no jobs are left. 'If you just drive down the river roads, from here through Monessen,' Junior
says, 'it's all shut down."'

Lack of opportunity is driving people out of state. Last year, Pennsylvania lost population for the
first time in 3r years, with 45,ooo residents lost in net domestic migration. Here in Fayette
County, the population declined by almost a thousand between zor5 and zo16.

This migration is especially pronounced among college-educated millennials. Pennsylvania lost a
net r.z,98r millennials to other states in zor5-that's 36 college graduates leaving every day to
find jobs elsewhere.

Those that stay face high levels of unemployment. Fayette Countyhas the second highest
unemployment rate in Pennsylvania at 6.9 percent, more than one point above the statewide
rate. Likewise, the state's 5.3 percent average is one point above the national4.3 percent
average.

This is the result of constant state overspending and tax hikes.

GENERAL FUND SPENDING GROWrH
UNDER GOV. WOLF
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Far from being "cut to the bone," General Fund spending has grown by $z.g biilion in three years.
That's more than the prior eight years combined. The spending increase in zot6-t7 alone was

$r.8 billion.

Last year, state lawmakers approved a $6So million tax increase, yet revenues came in $r.r
billion short. On top of that, Governor Wolf overspent by $4oo million. Ineluding the projected
gSSo million shorrfall this fiscal year, Pennsylvania is facing a gap of about $2 billion. To
balance the books, taxpayers are once again facing a slew of tax hikes, the fifth tax hike in nine
years.

Tap Surnrlusee, No! Taxtrtayers

The tax hikes included in the revenue plan passed by the Senate and supported by Gov. Wolf
amount to nearly $6oo million. That's an additional $r8o in taxes per family of four.

To a familybarely making ends meet, an extra $68 a year for heat matters and for some, these tax
hikes could mean they are out of a job. The Beacon Hill Institute's dynamic Pennsylvania State
Tax Analysis Modeling Program (PA STAMP) estimates the tax hike package will eliminate s.6oo
private jobs in just the first year of implementation.
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I would especiallylike to point out the long-lasting impact of the two cents per MCF natural gas

tax, or the natural gas severance tax. Many working outside the energy industry believe this tax
will have little impact on their lives, but that is simply untrue. Consumers of natural gas will pay
most the severance tax. The Indqpendent Fiscal Office (.IFO) estimates that 7 percent of a natural
gas severance tax will be borne by lease holders, and 93 percent by consumers (both Pennsylvania
residents and non-residents).

If you doubt that jobs will be lost because the gas can't go anywhere, consider that the number of
rigs in Ohio has doubled since eot6, while in Pennsylvania rigs are coming back at a much slower
pace. In addition, a major Marcellus company recently diversified their holdings, indicating tax
uncertainty is stunting local job growth.
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Shadow Budget Solution

We've outlined viable solutions to balance the budget without raising taxes. These include
redirecting spending from the shadowbudget, allowing private stores to sell wine and liquor, and
driving down the costs of welfare spending by implementing co-pays and helping people transition
from poverty to self-sufficiency through reasonable work.

Earlier this week, state house members released a plan to realize gz billion in revenue through
$qre than $r.e billion in transfers from 4r different shadow bud&et funds to pay for last year's
br?ls. These fund transfers provide non-recurring revenue. However, the plan also calls for
recurring revenue sources, including a reduction in corporate welfare tax credits, such as the Race
Horse Development Fund.

In the end, lawmakers need to address Harrisburg's spending addiction to generate jobs and
attract new residents to Fayette and all Pennsylvania counties. Pennsylvania is falling behind
because state government forgot that the greatest antidote to stagnation and poverty is economic
freedom.

The Taxpayers' Budget Revenue Proposal
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Muriel J. Nuttall
Executive DirectorlSecretary - Fayette Chamber of Commerce
Executive Director/Secretary - The Redstone Foundation

Muriel has been with the Fayette Chamber of Commerce since April of 1997. Her first
position with the Chamber was the Membership/Finance Assistant. ln 2001, with growth
and expansion of the organization in sight, the Chamber changed its name to the
Fayette Chamber of Commerce and the Chamber's non-profit arm, The Redstone
Foundation was created. Muriel assumed the role of Executive Director in January of
2402 and has served the business community in this capacity ever since. The Fayette
Chamber has grown from a local community chamber with approximately 250 members
in 1997 to the robust county-wide organization of 600+ members it is today. With a
broad focus on community and workforce development, Muriel spends much of her time
meeting with members and working with partner organizations toward building a better
and more vibrant business atmosphere in the county. Muriel has a B.A, Degree in
Communications from California University of Pennsylvania. She currently lives in
Brownsville, PA, is married, and mother of three active children.



TESTIMONY OF THE FAYETTE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE REGARDING THE
ONGOING 2OI7-20I8 BUDGET NEGOTIATIONS - SEPTAMBER 7, 2017

Good aftemoon... My name is Muriel Nuttall and I am the Executive Director of the Fayette County
Chamber of Commerce, and on behalf of the Board of Directors and our membership, I would like io
thank you for this opportunity to present our testimony regarding PA H.B. 542 - a revenue package that
includes numerous ne\M energy taxes on Pennsylvania residents and businesses.

The Fayette Chamber of Commerce has a long history in Fayette County. Since our inception in 1925,
we have grown from a localized Chamber which encompassed only the City of Uniontown, to a broad
membership of over 600 businesses and organizations, representing more than 17,500 employees
throughout Fayette County and the sunounding region.

The Chamber's membership is diverse with members in five major sectors; Professional Services, Non
Profit/Govemment/Education, Retailers and Wholesalers, Customer Service and Hospitality and Food
Service Companies. Ranked by numbers of employe€s, our members range in size frbm the smallest to
the largest.... from sole proprietorships on one end of the spectrum to nine of the ten largest employers
in the County on the other end.

At the Fayette Chamber, our mission states that we are an action oriented group, incorporated to
promote a favorable business climate for members and their communities, and to provide leadership and
support for local business and their efforts to improve the local economy, education systems, political
environment, and overall quality of life. Put into much more direct terms, we exist as a Chamber in
order to help our members succeed in business.

As the Chamber charged with representation of the county business community, we are faced with
issues on a daily basis which are poised to make great impact on our economy * as is the case today.
This tax package as presented represents a $600 million dollar increase in new and increased taxes and
will cost the individual taxpayer thousands, if not millions of dollars increased annual operating costs.
Costs that, in the most simple of terms, will push areas like Fayette County, that are already
economically depressed, further away from any chance of recovery and growth.

Included in this package is a new 5.7 percent gross receipts tax on natural gas users and increased
electric gross receipts tax of 6.5Yo. Our business community from across the Commonwealth has
reported that these increased energy taxes will cost them significantly, regardless of size. There is a
major industrial manufacturer here in westem PA that estimates the combined cost increase from such
taxes will be more than $3 million per year. Another company on the eastem side of the State has
estimated its cost of doing business in Pennsylvania will increase by as much as $l million per year.

The Fayette Chamber of Commerce stands proud with Chamber's across Pennsylvania and wholly
agrees with this statement prepared by PA Chamber of Business and Industry President and CEO Gene
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Barr, "We're disappointed that the Senate has voted in favor of a $600 million tax increase that

will hurt Pennsylvania's ability to compete and will increase job creators' operating costs for electricity,

natural gas and communications services. At a time when the state's unemployment rate has consistently

been above the national average, proposals like H.B. 542 - whicb will make Pennsylvania's business

climate more burdensome - will only further weaken the state's economic growth. Pennsylvania has

few competitive business advantages - affordable, accessible energy - particularly natural gas - is one of
them. However, this revenue package attacks that advantage...,"

"This package attacks that industry by reinstating a gross receipts tax on natural gas users and imposing

an additional severance tax on the natural gas industry. Should this proposal be enacted, natural gas will
be taxed, in essence, four times: prior to drilling and on an annual basis with the impact tax; during
procluction with the severance tax: at consumption with the gross receipts tax; and finally, every year

with business and income taxes on any company involved in driiling, moving, or using natural gas. To

say that these additional taxes won't impact his industry...couldn't be further from the truth. These

taxes will drive economic opportunity and jobs to other more business friendly states in the shale play."

We are blessecl in Fayette to be part of the expanding natural gas industry. Even through the economic

peaks and valleys of the industry, Fayette has and will continue to see great benefit - but NOT if this

revenue package is enacted.

In Fayette County, the Fayette Chamber and our 600+ businesses have been working tirelessly with our

Commissioners office and other county organizations to turn the tide of our struggling economy -
instead, positioning ourselves ibr growth, and actively seeking businesses and residents alike to live and

do business in our area. Already a challenge, a tax increase like this will prove detrimental in those

efforts,

Fayette County is not alone, the Commonwealth as a whole is in poor fiscal health simply because the

economy is not growing - this tax packagc would be a major step backwards. These costs will reduce

Pennsylvania businesses' ability to compete in the global economy and re-invest in the state, and will
undoubtediy result in higher prices to consumer and end users of their products.

The bottgm line is this. as a business organization representing over 17,500 employees in Fayette

County, we urge our local legislators to band together in voting against this tax increase and instead seek

a solution that will be good for PA.

We applaud Representative Dowling for allowing this opportunity to hear from our comrnunily and we

urge him and our other legislators to vote against this tax increase, Our own Senator Pat Stefano has

already voted against this portion of the revenue proposal and we applaud him, as wel1.

Our legislators should be focused on policies to help grow the state's economy. [n shctl, Pennsylvania

busincsses - and more specifically - Fayette County businesses simply can't afford the increased burden

presented in this plan.

Again, thank you for allowing us to present the views of the Fayette Chamber of Commerce.

Respectfully Submitted on September 7 ,2017

Muriel J. Nuttall
Executive Director



Bob Shark
Executive Director, Fay-Penn Economic Development Council

Bob Shark is the Executive Director of Fay-Penn Economic Development Council, the lead
economic development organization for Fayette County, Pennsylvania. Fay-penn assists in
growing and diversifying the Fayette economy by providing comprehensive, second-to-none
business development services through its staff or partners to make businesses more
competitive in a global marketplace. Fay-Penn's ultimate objective is to sustain a supportive
environment for business start-up, expansion, and attractjon that results in:

r Retaining and growing existing businesses
r AddinB new businesses
o Creating and retaining jobs
r Developing the workforce
r Generating private and public business investment
r Enhancing quality of life amenities and services

Mr. Shark's professional career spans over 35 years across private, public, and government
business sectors, as well as in academia. He is a trusted leader who designs, oversees, and
executes strategies to deliver high impact results. ln addition to Fay-penn, Mr. Shark has
worked for organizations such as Johnstown Area Regional lndustries, Concurrent Technologies
Corporation, Radian lnternational, General Research Corporation, Norfolk Southern, the
Commonwealth of Virginia, and Northern Virginia Community College. Mr. Shark holds a BS in
Natural Science from the University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown; an MS in Forensic Chemistry
from the University of Pittsburgh; and an MBA in Business Management from the lndiana
University of Pennsylvania.

He has four children and resides in Connellsville



Good afternoon. Thank you for the opportunity to present some information

related to the potential business impact in Pennsylvania and in Fayette County as

a result tax increases included in House Bill 542 recently passed by the

Pennsylvania Senate on July 27.

My name is Bob Shark. I am the executive director of Fay-Penn Economic

Development Council, the premier economic development agency in Fayette

County and the only such local agency recognized by the Pennsylvania Industrial

Development Authority as a Certified Economic Development Organization. Fay-

Penn is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization that has operated for over 25 years. Fay-

Penn's mission is to provide comprehensive, second-to-none services to

businesses that are starting, expanding, or planning to locate in Fayette County to

assist in growing and diversifying our economy. Since its lnception, Fay-Penn has

helped to create or retain over 9,000 jobs as a direct result of its efforts, which

have impacted at least another 20,000 jobs that indirectly result from those direct

jobs per the so-called "multiplier effect." That total number of jobs represents

over half of the approximately 55,000 people currently in the Fayette County

workforce. ln that time, Fay-Penn has also helped to generate over $t.S gillion in

public and private investment in Fayette County.

However, despite the best efforts of organizations such as Fay-Penn and our local

chambers of commerce and redevelopment authorities, it is common knowledge

that Fayette county has a long history of being at or near the top of the

unemployment rolls for Pennsylvania's 57 counties. The latest data available

from July 2OL7 generated by the U.S. Department of Labor shows Fayette County

tied with Philadelphia County for the top unemployment spot at 6.9%.
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(https://data.bls.sov/map/MapToolservlet?state=42&datatvpe=unemplovment&

survev=la&map=cg.unty&-seasonal=u) Economic growth in Fayette County has

simply lagged behind other counties since the recession of 2008, which is a result

of several factors that are outside the scope of my testimony today. Similarly, at

least for the past several years, Pennsylvania has not compared favorably with the

majority of other states in terms of what is commonly referred to as its "business

climate." Pennsylvania is often at the middle or bottom of the pack when various

organizations compile surveys each year ranking states according to the

components of those business climates.

Before I delve into those comparisons, l'd like to note that I generated the data I

am about to share from information on the web via various Google searches for

Pennsylvania state business rankings. I did not selectively choose my sources to

present either a positive or negative perspective on our business climate. I simply

went with some of the top search "hits," which were mostly from relatively well

known organizations. ln summary, although there were some good economic

indicators for Pennsylvania that were available in the surveys I found, they were

relatively few compared to the negative indicators.

As examples:

Forbes's "Best States for Business" survey in November 2016 ranked Pennsylvania

#38 overall, meaning only 12 states are worse than Pennsylvania for businesses

for a variety of reasons. Individual metrics of the Forbes survey place

Pennsylvania #38 in labor supply, #39 in regulatory environment, #31 in growth

prospects , #26 in economic climate, and #32 in business costs, which, by the way,

includes taxes. (https://www.forbes.com/places/pal)
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u.s. News & world Report's latest "Best states" survey ranked Pennsylvania's

economy #39. Again, that means only 11 states are worse.

( https ://www. u s news. com/n ews/best-states/pen nsvlva n ia )

CNBC's "America's Top States for Business 2017: A scorecard on state economic

climate" ranked Pennsylvania #23 overall, with component rankings of #34 for

cost of doing business, #28 for business friendliness, and #34 for cost of living.

(httos://www.cnbc .com I 2OL7 I O7 I II I ame rica s-too-sta r-business -2017 -

overall-ra n kine. htm I ) By the way, this #23 position is unfortunately the highest

overall ranking that I found.

Although there are many other, similar survey ranking systems, the final examples

I will share at this point are related to business and personal tax rankings. You

might ask why personal tax rates are important from a business perspective.

There are at least two reasons. (1) About 80Yo ol businesses report their earnings

on the individual returns of the owners. Higher personal taxes leave those

businesses less money to hire workers, give raises, or invest in their business.

(htto://www.nfib m/co ntent/nfi b-i n-mv-state/oe n nsv nia/small-business-

the-bieeest-loser-in-eovernors-proposed-20L5-16-state-budeet-58212/ ) (2)

Higher personal tax rates can influence the desirability of living in Pennsylvania,

which impacts the slze and quality of our labor force.

For business taxes, the Tax Foundation's "2077 State Business Tax Climate lndex,"

ranks PA#24 in terms of its overall business tax structure.

{https:/ /www.forbes.com/sites/kellvphitlipserb/2016/09/28lnew-tax-foundation-

re oo rt- h i eh I iehts-best-worst-sta tes-fo r- b u si ness/#49 7 bbs28e7 f7 ) However, a

significant component of this ranking that is worth noting is Pennsylvania's top
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corporate tax rate. At9.99%, Pennsylvania's rate is lower only to lowa's at !2Yo,

putting us at the #48 position. (https://taxfoundation.orglstate-corporate-

i ncome-tax-rates-a nd-brackets-2016/)

Some personal tax rate comparisons come from WalletHub's "2OL7's Tax Rates by

State." Pennsylvania is #41 overall based on effective total state and local tax

rates on household income, and dead last when it comes to gasoline taxes per

gallon at 58.2 cents. (https://wallethub.com/edu/best-worst-states-to-be-a-

taxpaverl24till

Other tax ranking examples that cause Pennsylvania to be "mid-range" at best

compared to other states with respect to its existing business and personal taxes

include:

Combined state and average local sales tax rate of 6.340/o. Rank #33.

State and local general sales tax collections per capita annually of SZg0. Rank

#39.

State and local property tax collections per capita annually of St,+05. Rank #2L.

( https ://taxfou nd atio n . o relstatelpe n n svlva n i a/)

The information l've shared obviously depicts a situation that requires

improvement on many fronts if Pennsylvania, and Fayette County, are to revive

from their economic doldrums. Specifically, however, as today's topic is related

to Pennsylvania's tax structure, it is apparent to me that House Bill 542's

approximately 5571 Million in new taxes will worsen, not help, our current

economic conditions in the state and county.
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The Tax Foundation I cited earlier provides this summary introduction of the

impacts of taxes: "Business taxes affect business decisions, job creation and

retention, plant location, competitiveness, the transparency of the tax system,

and the long-term health of a state's economy." ln other words, higher taxes

mean lower profits, so states with a lower tax burden will be more attractive to

businesses.

For example:

Pennsylvania is currently second in the U.S. only to Texas in natural gas

production. That industry supports over 320,000 jobs with wages of S23 Billion,

and generates another $++.S Billion in value-added economic impact.

Pennsylvania is the only natural gas producing state currently without a severance

tax - a tax on actual production of gas - but House Bill 542 proposes to add that

tax. Pennsylvania does, however, already impose an impact fee -- a tax on well

drilling -- which is equivalent to more than a 9%taxalready levied on

Pennsylvania gas producers. (htto:llmarcelluscoal ion.orel 2Ot7 lO7 / oa-s-

impact-tax-an-effective-winnins-policv/ ) Organizations such as the PA Chamber

of Business and lndustry, the Marcellus Shale Coalition, and Energy Tomorrow

have argued against the severance tax, citing how existing corporate taxes already

put a strain on Pennsylvania's energy competitiveness. l'm certain other

presenters today will provide more details related to severance tax and how it

increases the likelihood naturalgas drillers will seek higher profits outside of

Pennsylvania.

ln closing, l'll recap by saying that Pennsylvania already lags behind the majority

of other states in terms of the cost of doing business here, and our tax structure
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plays a large role in that. Although it is certainly critical for Pennsylvania to

balance its budget, adding to that tax burden will certainly not help to start, grow,

retain, or attract businesses here.

And, one finalthought, with more numbers. The latest data from the U.S, Census

Bureau show that Pennsylvania has a total employment of 5.3 Million people,

with a total payrollfor those workers of S2Sg Billion. That comes out to an

average annual wage per Pennsylvania worker of 548,000. The SSZf Million in

new taxes that House Bill 542 would remove from business and personal coffers

equates to losing the ability to pay wages for about 11,800 Pennsylvania workers.

That's about 2,000 more people than the entire population of the city of

Uniontown.

Thank you for your time and attention.
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Colurnbra Gas'.
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Scott M. Waitlevertch
Manager of Government Affairs, Golumbia Gas of
Pennsylvania and Golumbia Gas of Maryland

Scott Waitlevertch serves as Manager of Government Affairs for Columbia Gas of
Pennsylvania, lnc. and Columbia Gas of Maryland, lnc., both subsidiaries of NiSource
lnc. a Fortune 500 energy holding company based in Merrillville, lnd.

Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania serves more than 426,000 residential, commercial and
industrial customers in 26 Pennsylvania counties from western Pennsylvania to York
County. Columbia Gas of Maryland serves 33,000 customers in three western
Maryland counties.

ln his current role, Waitlevertch is responsible for building and maintaining relationships
with public policy makers at all levels of goverriment and executing a strategic corporate
government relations program. He advises the company's executive leadership team
on public policy and political issues in addition to community relations, and external
image matters.
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Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania Overview

" 630 employees
. Serving 426,000+ customers in 26 Pennsylvania Counties
. Maintaining 7,4OO miles of pipe
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Natural Gas Gross Receipts Tax (GRT) Provision ln HB 542
And The lmpact On Customers

Golumbia Gas estimates the average customer who spends $gO per month
on natural gas energy would pay an additional $6S per year on the GRT

Golumbia Gas customers would pay more than $34 million per year in GRT

GRT places undue financial burden on low- and moderate-income
customers who heat their homes with natural gas

Many such customers live in older homes that are less energy efficient
These customers use more natural gas and would pay more in taxes

GRT adversely impacts energy-intensive commercial and industrial
businesses that employ thousands of Pennsylvanians

$51,000+ per year on a Lawrence County manufacturing company
$50,000+ per year on a York County manufacturing company
$42,000+ per year on a York County manufacturing company
$40,000+ per year on a York County manufacturing company
$38,000+ per year on an Adams County manufacturing company
$35,000+ per year on a York County manufacturing company
$31,000+ per year on a Beaver County manufacturing company
$28,000+ per year on an Allegheny County manufacturing company
$23,000+ per year on an Allegheny County manufacturing company
$17,000+ per year on an Allegheny County manufacturing company

Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania I ColumbiaGasPA.com lf t/ E"
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Natural Gas Gross Receipts Tax (GRT) Provision ln HB 542
And The lmpact On Customers

State and local governments will see increased utility costs

School districts, colleges and uRiversities will see utility bills increase
A school district In Westmoreland County will see an estimated increase of more than $3,600
per year in GRT to provide energy to an elementary school, middle school and high school in
a campus setting - just a portion of the total school buildings in their school district

An institution of higher learning in central Pennsylvania will pay more than $43,000+ a year
in GRT taxes

Columbia Gas of Pennsy{vania I ColumbiaGasPAcom I f
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Natural Gas Tax Provisions ln HB 542
And The lrnpact On Customers

Over the past decade, the natural gas industry has been a driving force of economic
prosperity and job growth across the Commonwealth. We need to maintain the
competitive advantage of abundantn low-cost natural gas

lncreasing natural gas customer bills via increased taxes reduces the ability of
natural gas utility companies to expedite pipeline replacement programs to increase
reliability, improve the environment and continue to run a safe natural gas delivery
system

It is bad public_policy to burden natural gas customers ONLY with new taxes to pay
for the costs of state government while other citizens escape such costs - 51% of pe
homes heat with natural gas

New taxes on natural gas is contrary to other efforts in Harrisburg to bring the
benefits of lower-cost natural gas energy to more areas of Pennsylvania by
expanding natural gas service to unserved or underserved communities

A GRT on natural gas is not transparent or fair in paying the costs of state
government

We urge you to oppose HB 542 in its current form and ANY new taxes on natural gas.
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Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania I ColumbiaGasPA.com I f t A!,



House of Representatives

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

Taxpayer Caucus

Park Inn by Radisson

Uniontown, PA

September 7,zAn

Testimony of Carey Drangula regarding

Proposed Electric Grid Virtual Financial Transactions Tax

I. The Flaws of the &lectric Grid Virtual Financial Transactions Tax

A. PJM's Markets are Subject to the Jurisdiction of FERC

Importantly, PJM's wholesale electricity markets encompass thirteen member states and
the District of Columbia that are subject to the jurisdiction of FERC. In fact, the courts have
repeatedly rebuffed attempts by states to intrude on FERC's exclusive domain. In April 2016,
the United States Supreme Court held that a Maryland regulatory program that would encourage
the development of new in-state energy generation was preempted by the Federal Power Act,
which vests exclusive jurisdiction over interstate wholesale electricity rates in FERC. (Hughes
v. Talen Energy Marketing, LLC, 578 U. S._ (2016).)

Furthermore, if the virtual financial transaction tax is ultimately approved, PJM cannot
administer the tax without filing a tariff change, which will require FERC approval. Since the
tax will become a pafi of the cost of engaging in virtual transactions, and the only rate which
PJM may charge is the duly filed rate contained in its tariff, the tax will require explicit inclusion
in PJM's tariff, any change to which must be approved by FERC.

B. The Proposed Tax will be Summarily Challenged

If the proposed virtual financial transactions tax is ultimately passed, litigation on
jurisdictional and commerce clause grounds will ensue. Furthermore, the PJM tariff willrequire
FERC approval and, as in the Talen Energy case, will likely constitute an interference with
FERC's statutory power to establish rates for the sale of electric energy in interstate commerce.
Under the Federal Power Act, the rates, terms and conditions of PJM's tariff are required to be
just and reasonable and not unduly discriminatory or preferential; otherwise, they are deemed to
be unlawful.
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Federal case law and precedent would not be favorable for the proposed tax. The U.S.

Supreme Court has repeatedly found unconstitutional state laws that interfere with a federal

agency's oversight of regulated markets. Time and again the Supreme Court has upheld FERC's

authority to regulate under the Federal Power Act when states attempt to contravene federal

policy. See Maryland v. Louisiana, 451 U.S. 725,749-50 (1981); Northern Natural Gus Ca. v.

State Corp. Commission of Kan.,372 U.S. 84,91-92 (1963); Mississippi Power & Light Co. v.

Mississippi ex rel. Moore,487 U.S. 354,373 (1988),476 U.S. 953 (1986).

Maryland v. Louisianu should be particularly instructive to the Pennsylvania legislature.

There, the Supreme Court struck down a Louisiana law that imposed a tax on the federally

regulated natural gas market. The law attempted to impose a "first-use tax" on certain uses of
natural gas brought into the state, declaring it a cost of production, and requiring that entities

transporting the gas either bear the cost of the tax themselves or pass it on to consumers. This

proposed tax directly contradicted FERC policy, whiph typically ailocated the cost of production

among all owners of the unprocessed natural gas, not just pipeline owners or consumers. The

court declared that "Louisiana has attempted a substantial usurpation of the authority of the

FERC," finding that the law contravened FERC policy and had interfered with FERC's authority

under federal law. The court found that while FERC had the authority to permit this kind of
allocation, Louisiana could not impose it through state law.

The court also rejected Louisiana's claims that the commerce was in fact intrastate, rather

than interstate, because of purported oobreaks" in the nature of the commerce, finding that "we do

not agree that the flow of gas from the wellhead to the consumer, even though 'interrupted' by

certain events, is anything but a continual flow of gas in interstate commerce." The court then

ruled that the tax impermissibly discriminated against interstate commerce by treating in-state

and out of state entities differently, providing subsidies to in-state entities while denying them to

out of state entities. Finally, the court concluded that the tax could not be justified as a

compensatory tax because Louisiana had not demonstrated any compensable interest in natural

gas harvested from federal lands.

Pennsylvania's proposalto tax virtual transactions appears to be exactly the type of state

taxation action that the Supreme Court struck down in Maryland v. Louisiana. The wholesale

price of electricity in PJM's markets, both physical and financial, is established by FERC-

approved tariffs. Like physical transactions, virtual transactions are deemed to be a part of
interstate commerce, impacting physioal unit commitment and dispatch of generation resources

across PJM's entire footprint. As such, virtual transactions are inextricably linked to the physical

nature of the electric grid, which the Commodity Futures Trading Commission ("CFTC") found

in exempting such transactions from their jurisdiction. An attempt to segtegate such transactions

as occurring only in Norristown, and not where the transactions are placed, runs counter to the

nature of the transactions, as well as FERC's and the CFTC's explicit findings and policy

regarding the nature of virtualtransactions in wholesale electricity markets.
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House of Representatives

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

Taxpayer Caucus

Park Inn by Radisson

Uniontown, PA

September 7,2017

Testimony of Wesley Allen regarding

Proposed Electric Grid Virtual Financial Transactions Tax

The o'Electric Grid Virtual Financial Transactions Tax" would impose a "tax at the rate of
five percent on the gross transaction amount without deduction of electric grid virtual financial
transactions in the electricity markets administered by the regional transmission organization."l

"Electric grid virtual financial transactions" are transactions that can be placed in the day-
ahead wholesale electricity markets. These transactions include incremental offers ('olNCs"),
decremental bids ("DECs"), and up-to congestion transactions ("UTCs").2 A regional
transmission organization ("RTO") is an independent entity designated by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (*FERC") to administer a regional wholesale electricity market.
Currently, there are six RTOs that are subject to FERC jurisdiction, including PJM
Interconnection L.L.C. ("PJM'). PJM, headquartered in Audubon, Pennsylvania, oversees the

transmission of wholesale electricity through all or parts of Delaware, Indiana, Kentucky,
Maryland, Michigan, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia,
West Virginia and the District of Columbia. The ooregional transmission organization" referred
to in the proposed tax is PJM.

We understand that the Pennsylvania Department of Revenue ("PA DOR") has

determined that, although physical electricity transactions cannot be reasonably taxed, virtual
financial transactions ([NCs, DECs and UTCs) could be subject to a levy because they are

allegedly only transacted in Norristown, Pennsylvania (where PJM's market settlement servers

are located) and allegedly do not have a direct connection to the physical grid. Furthermore, the
state senators who originally sponsored the tax believe that a 57o gross tax on PJM's viftual
transactions will generate tens of millions of dollars, effectively closing a percentage of
Pennsylvania's $1.2 billion deficit gap. For the following reasons, Red Wolf Energy contends

that there are significant flaws associated with the proposed tax rendering it uncollectible.

' HB 542 at 33.
2 trB 542 at34.



A. Taxing Flexible. Price-Sensitive Transactions is Economically Unfeasible

In 2016, the average profitability of UTCs was less than $0.1I/MWh. Over the same

period, the average profitability of INCs and DECs was approximately ($0.41)i\4wh. Basic

economic principles suggest that these virtual transactions cannot simultaneously pay a o'tax" of
close to $l.5011vlWh and remain profitable.3 {n short order t'ollowing the implementation of this

tax, virtual transaction volume will decrease by 1007o resulting in the elimination of any

potential tax revenue. r

B. The Prooosed Tax will Eliminate Competition in the Wholesale Energy Markets

The proposed tax will eliminate competition as financial participants will swiftly exit the

wholesale energy markets (see Figure l). Economists have long touted the benefits associated

with the participation of financial traders, namely, that they provide enhanced competition and

liquidity to support hedging. The mass exodus of these participants from the PJM markets will
lead to distorted market outcomes and inflated wholesale electric prices. In turn, retail rates will
rise sharply, affecting both Pennsylvania consumers and out-of-state customers. This is a

dramatic step backward to a vertically integrated structure, proven to be the least efficient and

most expensive way to serve retail electricity customers.

Figure l: Iiet Profitability of Virtual Transactions in 2016

Revenue:

2016

Oeca: Dec-
D€c-

Dec-

lnc$:

Congestlon

Losses

Energy

Gross Dec $$

lnc - Congestion

lnc - Lorses

lnc - Energv

Gross lnc $$

93,3@,Om
S3,ooo,ooo

{$14, roo,tno)

($8,4r[.000]

$$,9oo,ooo
($s{0,0o0}

S24Boo,ooo

$39,9oo,ooo

UTCr UTC- Congestion $U,fOO,OO0

UTC- Losses $33.200,000
GrossUTCSS$ $46,500,000

Charges: less lnc/oec fees: {S61,s}4.9n1
lesi UTC fe€s 15tt,591.8031

Nct: N.t Proflt $1,583,e2s
ol all "Viftuals"

toutc 6hr h gecth[ tl ol !0$ soa'l

t In 2016, the average day-ahead cost of electricity was $3OlMWh, 5% of which is $1.50. This calculation is a
proxy for the transactional value ofday-ahead virtuals.
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PENNSYLVANIA'S PROPOSED ELECTRIC GRID VIRTUAL FINANCIAL
TRANSACTIQN TAX: TNTERESTED PARTIES IN OPPOSITION TO THIS

PROPOSED LEGISLATION

XO Energy

XO Energy is a conservative, proprietary energy trading and risk management firm located in
Landenberg, Pennsylvania. Founded in 201I and registered with the Federal Regulatory Energy
Commission ("FERC") as a wholesale electric utility, XO Energy affiliate companies engage in
the conservative trading of financial and physical products in PJM Interconnection L.L.C.
(*PJM'), Midcontinent Independent System Operator, Inc. ("MISO"), Califomia Independent
System Operator ("CAISO'), New York Independent System Operator ("NYISO"), Southwest
Power Pool, Inc. ("SPP"), and Electric Reliability Council of Texas ("ERCOT").

XO Energy employs professionals who collectively garner more than 100 years of experience in
the energy industry, including over 45 years of RTO/ISO and market monitoring experience
together with over l5 years of regulatory and energy law experience.

Carey Drangula, General Counsel of XO Energy, provides corporate, compliance and legal
advice to XO Energy, primarily related to the organized wholesale electricity markets operated
by PJM, NYISO, MISO, cAISo, sPP and ERcor. In her role, Ms. Drangula supports the
expansion of virtual electricity products, including increment offers (lNCs), decrement bids
(DECs), Financial Transmission Rights (FTRs) and hourly transmission products, including the
Up-To Congestion (UTC) product in PJM and the Point-to-Point transmission product in
ERCOT. Ms. Drangula also engages with the FERC as well as in stakeholder processes before
the ISO/RTOs. Finally, Ms. Drangula participates in rulemaking proceedings, legislative
initiatives and lobbying activities at the state and federal levels.

Red Wolf Energy Trading

Red Wolf Energy Trading is a privately held energy trading firm headquartered in Raleigh,
North Carolina. Incorporated in 2008, Red Wolf Energy Trading and its subsidiaries specialize
in financial trading products available through four of the Independent System Operators located
within the United States. The company fosters a diverse work force with ofTices located in six
states. Red Wolf Energy Trading maintains Market Based Rate Authority under the jurisdiction
of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.

Wesley Allen, CEO of Red Wolf is an active participant in the ISO stakeholder processes and
heavily focused on regulator matters. As a panel presenter at FERC technical conferences and
industry recognized conferences, Mr. Allen shares his over fifteen years of knowledge and
experience in the energy market.
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Written Statement of Michael .I. Schubiger

Presidcnt. Chicf Executive O{Iicer and Co-founder SESCO llnterpriscs, LLC.

Resardinc Resulatorv snd Lesal Imolications of Pronosed

Pennsylvania Virtual Transactions Tax

f; ede ra I R e g ul cg is ry I mp I i ca t ions oLV i rt ua I T runs action Tax

PA Senate is proposing that PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. ("PJM") be required to collect and
remit to PA a 5Vo gross transaction tax on all "virtual financial transactions" that are made in
the l4-state PJM region, whether or not such transactions have any relation to PA.

o "Virtual financial transactions" are buy and/or sell trades made in the wholesale
electricity market; they arbitrage potential electricity price differences atlfrom
specitied locations in the PJM region, without the intent to physically receive or to
deliver electricity.

o These tran.sactions provide valuable electricity price transparency and hedging
opportllnities in the competitive wholesale energy markets and eue subject to the
exclusive jurisdiction of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC").

PJM Settlements, an affiliate of PJM which is located in Valley Forge, PA, stated in a July
27 ,20tl letter that it does not have the authoritli under the curuent pJM Tariff ro collect the
subject proposed tax.

o PJM would have to make a Section 205 filing with FERC under the Federal Power
Act ("FPA") to obtain such authority, in order to collect such new taxes.

It would likely be demonstrated to FERC that the proposed PA tax on virtual transactions
would significantly affect competitive wholesale energy markets in an aclverse manner, in
which case FERC would likely rejgg.t any such proposed PJM Tariff changes.

o Elimination of virtual transactions would likely incrementally raise the whoiesale cost
of electricity, due to lack of price transparency;this would. in turn, result in higher
electricity costs for consumers, with no offsetting revenue benetits.

FERC has the legal authority, based upon recent 2016 U.S. Supreme Court decisions to
independently reject any tariff proposal that would result in a State action interfering with the
operation of wholesale competitive energy markets, over which FERC has exclusive
authority pursuant to the FPA.

o Thus, even if FERC were to approve changes to PJM's Tarifi to authorize PJM
Settlements to collect the subject tax, affected parties would likely prevail on an
argument to a federal court of appeal such as the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C.
Circuit that such approval is inconsistent with the FPA, if the result of the PA tax
interfered with the competitive wholesale electricity markets and raised consumer
prices for electricity.

Interference with the competitive wholesale markets and the trading industry in PA by a
virtual transactions tax is effectively a certainty. It has been estimated that no revenue will
be collectec! even if the tax is enacted because it will irnmediately become uneconomic fbr
entities to engage in the transactions.
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o The tax is proposed to colleci 5Vo of the gross revenues from virtual transactions,
however, it has been estimated that the profit &om such transactions is orrly
approximafely t%o af. gross revenues; thus no one would engage in virtual trades.

o If there is no trading, existing jotls in PA that are related to suqh transactions will be

lost.
o It is also possible that PJM Settlements, which would be responsible for collecting the

tax, would elect to leave PA to avoid the tax and preserve virtual transactions in
PJM's 14-state region, which would result in the loss of over 2 dozen well-paid jobs.

[' ette ru l C otLrt ! t tt t i o nul I nry I i c at i et us a!' V i rt u aI T ran sac t ion Tax

r The proposed virtual transactions tax would violate the U.S. Constitution's "Dormant
Commerce Clause." Since the Ouill case in which the U.S. Supreme Court upheld a srate
tax under the Due Process Clause and struck down the same tax under the Dormant
Commerce Clause, most of the focus has been on the Dormant Commerce Clause.

r The Dormant Commerce Clause prohibits certain state taxation even when Congrcss has
failed to legislate on the sub.ject. See e.g., Oklahonra Tax Comrn'n v. Jet'terson Lines.
Inc., 514 U.S, 175, 179 (1995). The test for constitutionality under the Dormant
Commerce Clause is as follows: the tax must be [1] applied to an activity with a

substantial nexus wilh the taxing State, [21 fairly apportioned, [3]not be discriminatory
against interstate colnrnercs, and [4] fairly related to the services provided by the
state." see e.9., Quillcorp, v. N. Dakota By & ThropgLHeitkanrp, 504 u.s. z9B,3rr
(1992) (internal citations omitted).

r Much of the litigation since Ouill has focused on the substantial nexus portion of the
above test, Ouill upheld the bright-requirement that the target of a state tax must have
some sort of physical presence in the taxing state^ See Ouill Corp,, 504 U.S. at 3l 1; see

4lgq Nat'lBellas Hess. Inc. v.. Dep't of Revenue of stateof lll., 386 u.s. 7s3 (1967):
Blcrominsdale's By Mail. Ltd. v. Conr.. Dep't of Revenue. 130 pa. crnwlrh. 190,567
4.2d773 (1989), aff d, 527 Pa. 347,591 A.2d 1047 (1991).

o This requirement would be an obstacle to imposing the tax on any
company that did not have a physical presence in the state, thus burdening
solely local Pennsylvania companies, taxing them unfairly and
disadvantaging them as compared to any competitor located just over the
border in New York, New Jersey or Maryland, even though they are
competing in the very same markets and industry.

I The second major issue raised by the proposed tax as to SESCO and other local PA
companies is that the proposed tax applies to all of SESCO's revenue and makes no
attempt to apportion the tax burden so that it only applies to the PA-related portion of the
revenue. This creates a risk of double taxation with other jurisdictions.

o To eliminate this risk of double taxation, courts typically evaluate whether
or not the proposed tax is "internally consistent." To be internally
consistent, a tax must be structured so that if every state were to impose an
identical tax, no multiple taxation would result. Container Ccrp-cf Am. v.

Franchire Tax Bd", 463 U.S. 159, 169 (1983). Thus, rhe internal
consistency test tbcuses on the text ofthe challenged statute and
hypothesizes a situation where other states have passed an identical
statute, Colclberg v. Sweet,488 U.S. 252,261(1989).

,\
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o The proposed virtual transactions tax would fail this test.
A proposed tax must also satisfy an external consistency test. See e.g., Polychrorne lnt'l
Corp. v, I('igger, 5 F.3d 1522, 1538 (3d Cir. 1993); see also Philadelphin Eagles Foorball
Clttb. lnc. v. City cf Philadelphia , 573 Pa. I89, 225-26 (2003). I This principle is violared
ifan affected party proves "by clear and cogent evidence" that the fees are "'out ofall
proportion to the business fransacted ... in th[e taxing jurisdiction]' ... or ha[ve] 'led to a
grossly distorted result."'Trinova corp. v. MichjgBn Dept. of Treasury, 498 u.s. 358,
380 (1991) (internal citations omitted),

o Because the tax would essentially force SESCO to cease virtual
transactions in the PJM Energy Market or move out of state, the proposed
tax is unreasonable as drafted and violates the external consistency' test. See Polgchrorne Int'l Corp., 5 F.3d at 1538.

I See also Etrhcrt L. McNeil, Jr. Tr. *x rel. McNeil v.. Con, ,67 A,.3d 185, 196-97 (pa. Commw. Ct. 2013) ('.Thus,
the imposition of the PIT on the Trusts'income, when all of that income was derived from sources outside of
Pennsylvania, is "inherently arbitary and hals'l no rational relationship to tho lTrusts'l business activity that
occurrcd in [Pennsylvanial." Id. at227,823 A.2d at 132. Accordingly, the imposirion of the PIT here does not
satisfy the fair apportionment prong of Conrnlete Auto.").
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Testimony of Nancy Glad, Taxpayer and schoor Board Director
to the Taxpayers' Caucus - September 7, ZOL7

The Senate tax proposal, as we have discussed here today, adds new or additional taxes to
naturalgas, electricity, fireworks, online shopping, telephones, and telecommunications. As a
taxpayer, and a member of a local school board, I am here to ask you respectfully to vote NO on
additional taxes.

I have neighbors and friends who live on a fixed income, paycheck to paycheck, and an
additional St80 per year, per family of four would literally break their banks.

However, beyond household pocketbooks I am concerned about the School District I represent.
Our schools are heated primarily with boilers that run on natural gas, we rely heavily on
telecommunications, and the lights, computers, etc, run on electricity. The cost of these tax
increases to business facilities, and public buildings such as schools would be substantial. These
increases could be detrimental to budgets already voted on an in place. These tax increases
could divert money that could be spent on educating students in the classrooms to higher
utility bills.

I am unclear as to why you would raise the General Education line item in the budget, then
impose taxes to pay for that increase on local school districts, rendering some of those
increases irrelevant.

I know I was asked her to talk about the impact of these tax increases on taxpayers in Fayette
County, but I don't know that I can take this opportunity without asking you to cut spending in
the future. I also want to call for additional transparency.

Nathan Benefield of the Commonwealth Foundation has reported that "the totaloperating
budget for Pennsylvania exceeds S80 biltion.,,

That is confusing because the budget being discussed and reported on is on ggz billion.
However, in addition to the General Fund, there is what many refer to as the "shadow budget,,,
which accounts for 549 billion in spending. This shadow budget includes S2g.z bittion in federal
funds, S+.2 billion in special funds, and 515.3 billion in other state funds.

I have heard the rumor that spending is generally level, but spending is far from level! lncreases
are just being hidden from the average taxpayer. Spending has been shifted out of the General
Fund and into the shadow budget.

As a taxpayer, I am calling for transparency. I am worried that moving more and more of the
state budget offline into a shadow budget moves us in the wrong direction. Governing should
not be done in the shadows; it should be done in the light of day.



The total state operating budget for 2016-17 represents about t2.3% of Pennsylvania's

personal income. tn 2000 it was only 10.7% in 2000, and in 1970 it was iust 8.6%. The $80 billion

totaloperatingbudgetcostsPennsylvaniataxpayersS2s,13+perfamilyoffour.Since
2001, Pennsylvania's total operating budget has grown by 103%. Personal income has only

grown by 78% in that Period.

New or additional taxes to natural gas, electricity, fireworks, online shopping, telephones, and

telecommunications further exacerbates a problem we have been living with here for a long

time. We are being overtaxed.

And who will be affected by these increases? I think the Washington Observer-Reporter

answers that question well in an editorialwhere they answered questions all taxpayers should

be asking themselves. They wrote: "Do you heat your house with natural gas? Your taxes are

going up. Do you use electricity for fancy things such as lights and air conditioning? Once again,

your taxes are going up. Do you like to talk to people over the telephone? Yes, indeed, your

taxes are going up."

We are a community here with an aging population, with many residents living on fixed

incomes. We are unable to shoulder the burden of any additional taxes.

Respectfu lly Subm itted,
Nancy Glad


